
 
 
 

WHITE 
 
 

roditis 

TETRAMYTHOS roditis   7 / 25 
white yellow color, green apple and pergamont flavor 

 
PETRA  KYR YIANNI roditis   8 / 29 

crisp, fresh white wine with lemon character and citrus flavor 
 

STROFILIA roditis / savatianno / syrah   32 
very expressive, with aromas of citrus and fresh tropical fruits 

 
 

chardonnay 

CAMBAS chardonnay   29 
full bodied with sweet aromas of flowers, honey and lemon 

 
TESSERIS LIMNES KYR YIANNI   48 

chardonnay / gewurztraminer 
the flower character of gewurztraminer mingles with lemon, 

pineapple, coriander and flavors of the chardonnay 
 

GEORGAKOPOULOS chardonnay   8 / 31 
crisp and  elegant with intense fruit flavor 

 
ARMIRA SKOURAS chardonnay   9.5 / 36 

aromas of ripe peach and tropical fruit 
such as pineapple and hints of lemon 

 
MARMARIA TSELEPOS chardonnay   12.50 / 48 

the toasty aromas of the oak contrast the variety aromas 
that remind of citrus fruits and melon 

 
PAVLIDIS chardonnay   59 

aromas of pineapple and mango on a palate 
of honey and delicate vanilla hints of the oak 

 
 

assyrtico 

NYKTERI GAVALA assyrtico   33 
aged for 6 months in a barrel before being bottled. 

full bodied with aromas of pear and jasmine 
 

SANTORINI GAVALA assyrtico / aidani   9.5 / 36 
dominated by the flavors of pear, lemon and pineapple 

 
SIGALAS assyrtico / athiri   11.50 / 44 

straw blonde, bright color, with a nose of ripe citrus fruit 
 

PAVLIDIS assyrtico   50 
bone-dry wine with a delicate honeysuckle aroma and a crisp 

finish. a white wine with a strong personality 
 
 
 



 

 

sauvignon blanc 

AMETHYSTOS LAZARIDI   9 / 35 
sauvignon blanc / semillon / assyrtico 

attractive transparency and aromas of peaches 
and exotic fruits over a flowery background 

 
THEMA PAVLIDIS sauvignon blanc / assyrtico   11 / 42 
intense aromas of exotic fruits and hints of citron and peach 

 
CHATEAU LAZARIDI sauvignon blanc / ugni blanc   49 
intense bright color, bouquet of fresh green seasonal fruits, 

gentle, delicate & full bodied 
 
 

vilana 

KRETIKOS BOUTARI vilana   9 / 33 
brilliant yellow-white color with intense aromas 

of white flowers and fruits  such as peach, 
apricot, pineapple and mango 

 
LYRARAKIS vilana   7 / 27 

white - yellow color, citrus - fruit flavors 
and a rich balanced taste 

 
 

moshofilero 

MANTINEIA TSELEPOS moshofilero   9 / 35 
fine aromas of big intensity characterized by citrus fruits and 

lemon flowers with hints of spices 
 

SKOURAS moshofilero / roditis   25 
fresh flowers and fruit aromas such as avocado. 

 flavors of orange and lemon blossom 
with touches of jasmine and mint 

 
 

malagousia 

TETRAMYTHOS malagouzia   8 / 29 
white yellow color, jasmine and pergamont flavor. 

 rich mouthfeel with crispy acidity and a long aftertaste 
 

OENODEA LAZARIDI malagouzia / moschato   36 
rich bouquet of flowers and ripe white fruit, 

full body and balanced acidity 
 
 

retsina 

KOURTAKI retsina   6.50 / 24 
nicely balanced, delicately flavored retsina 

with a clean crisp finish 
 

SAVATIANO CAMBAS retsina   24 
brilliant yellow in color with a piquant aroma which is derived 

from the addition of resin 
 



ROSE 
 

AKAKIES KYR YIANNI   7 / 27 
fresh strawberry and red forest fruit aromas, while its color is 

deep rose and intense 
 
 
 

RED 
 
 

agiorgitiko 

NEMEA LAFKIOTIS agiorgitiko  7 / 25 
dark red with the aroma of vanilla, spices 

and distinctive touches of wood 
 

ESMIOS agiorgitiko   33 
deep red wine with aromas of red fruit 

and fruity, spicy flavors 
 

STROFILIA agiorgitiko / cabernet  10 / 38 
a deep red hue and aromas of ripe blackberries and wood with a 

soft, rich flavor 
 

THEMA PAVLIDIS agiorgitiko / syrah   50 
intense bouquet of cherries and plums followed by scents 

of chocolate, smoke and vanilla 
 

MITRAVELAS ESTATE agiorgitiko   42 
dense purple color with rich and spicy aromas 

of red fruits and oak 
 

MONOPATI  AIVALI agiorgitiko   58 
deep flavors of fresh fruits, sweet spices and notes 

of truffle and leather 
 

DRIOPI  TSELEPOS agiorgitiko   49 
flavors of ripe red fruits with touches of spices in a light vanilla 

background from the oak barrels 
 
 

cabernet 

KATOGI  AVEROFF cabernet / agiorgitiko   39 
a distinctive bouquet arises from a balanced blend of the 

various fragrances combined with oak 
 

KTIMA TSELEPOS cabernet / merlot  12.5 / 46 
the aromas prevailing are of ripe red forest fruits and the sweet 

nuance of vanilla 
 

AMETHYSTOS LAZARIDI cabernet / merlot / limnio   55 
aromas of clove, mint and blueberry, and black fruit flavors 

 
GEORGAKOPOULOS  cabernet / syrah   9.50 / 35 

elegantly combines the oaky flavors of the cabernet 
with the fruity flavors of the syrah 

 
AVLOTOPI  KTIMA TSELEPOS cabernet   65 

deep red color with pleasant aromas of red berries, 
vanilla, coffee, spices and toast 



 
 

merlot 

TETRAMYTHOS merlot   27 
medium bodied wine with aromas of blackberries and black 

cherries 
 

CHATEAU JULIA LAZARIDIS merlot   13 / 49 
from organic cultivation, comes this overflowing wine with wild 

cherry and mulberry aromas 
 

GEORGAKOPOULOS merlot   9 / 33 
smooth and pleasant aromatic wine with full fruity texture 

aged for 14 months 
 
 

xinomavro 

PARANGA  KYR YIANNI xinomavro   9 / 34 
complex bouquet reminiscent of blackberry 

with hints of green pepper 
 

KARYDAS xinomavro   54 
flavors of strawberries, earth, violets, mushrooms 

and dried herbs 
 

RAMNISTA KYR YIANNI xinomavro   52 
its concentrated bouquet of sun-dried tomato, red fruit and 

praline when young, evolves into black olive, 
leather, earth and truffle 

 
 

kotsifali 

LYRARAKIS kotsifali   29 
bright, red color with a smooth, rich, velvet taste 

 
 

syrah 

DYO ELIES  KYR YIANNI syrah   13.50 / 52 
spice dominates in the bouquet with hints of black olive, dark 

chocolate, and coffee 
 

NOSTOS MANOUSAKIS   48 
syrah / mourverde / grenache / roussanne 

cherry, plum and earth flavors with captivating hints 
of crete’s wild herbs 

 
ALEXANDRA   10 / 38 

manousakis syrah / mourverde / grenache 
aromas include strawberry, black cherry, mulberry, some notes 

of tobacco and spices 
 

PAVLIDIS syrah   79 
intense bouquet of fruity aromas, spicy and oaky characters 


